Haptic fMRI: Reliability and performance of electromagnetic haptic interfaces for motion and force neuroimaging experiments.
Haptic interfaces compatible with functional magnetic resonance imaging (Haptic fMRI) promise to enable rich motor neuroscience experiments that study how humans perform complex manipulation tasks. Here, we present a large-scale study (176 scans runs, 33 scan sessions) that characterizes the reliability and performance of one such electromagnetically actuated device, Haptic fMRI Interface 3 (HFI-3). We outline engineering advances that ensured HFI-3 did not interfere with fMRI measurements. Observed fMRI temporal noise levels with HFI-3 operating were at the fMRI baseline (0.8% noise to signal). We also present results from HFI-3 experiments demonstrating that high resolution fMRI can be used to study spatio-temporal patterns of fMRI blood oxygenation dependent (BOLD) activation. These experiments include motor planning, goal-directed reaching, and visually-guided force control. Observed fMRI responses are consistent with existing literature, which supports Haptic fMRI's effectiveness at studying the brain's motor regions.